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The hot season 
has just begun 
and we are 

ready to surprise 
you with a collection 
called "summer 
Vitamins".

Warm and lively colors, 
simple and chic styles, fresh 
and breathable fabrics and 
easy-care elegant prints.

We highlight the change and 
we inspire energy with our 
discreet prints, adopting a 
holiday look to make easier 
our days.

summer 
VItamIns

arI
Chemisier 7/8 short sleeves

Available in Orange, Coral 
Red, easy care printed Kiwi 
and Pink plus in the extra light 
Printed Floral-Romance

Sizes S-XL

arI
In the version Floral-Romance
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DenIM
FOREVER

mIlano
Much more than a scrub 
in this extra light version 
in “Freedom extra quality 
cotton easy care”

Available in several colors 
in cotton Levantine and in 
Freedom cotton.
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ValparaIso
a modern overall, soft, 
comfortable, different and 
captivating. Available in Pink and 
Kiwi Printed Cotton, in Orange, 
Coral Red and White Levantine 
cotton and also in White, Black, 
Spring green and Lavender of 
our no-iron PeT.

BYBlos
trouser with two pockets, 
Lebanese length and a 
comfortable mini elastic in the 
back. Available only in White 
Levantine cotton and printed 
Kiwi and Pink.

rIo
available in White, Dark Blue, Petrol 
green, Coral Red and the Printed 
Pink and Kiwi.

Printed; why not? This is the new Pastelli 
proposal for the Summer 2016, a cool 
easy iron cotton freehand decorated in 

the most fashionable colors.
Discreet and pleasant prints offered in only 

two short- sleeved jackets, one trouser and a 
7/8 chemisier.

Perfectly matched ton sur ton to our Kiwi and 
Coral Red cottons

ContemporarY
femInInItY

6
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tImeless
STYLe no color represents better the summer 

than the pure White. Always chic and cool, 
is a “cannot miss” in the hottest summers 
giving an image of extreme professionalism.

rIo
Comfortable and close fit top, 
available in White, Dark Blue, 
Petrol green, Coral Red plus 
the new Printed Pink and Kiwi,

Combined with the trouser

Bermuda
available in White gabardine 
Cotton.

tIXIe
Italian hand-made veal leather 
shoes

mIlano, distinguished by contrasting colored bar-tacks and excellent finishing.. Available in White, Dark 
Blue, Sugar Blue and Surgical green in the Levantine cotton and in 5 cool colors in the Freedom easy care cotton
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YokoHama
a Classic in our collection, practical, 
serious but extremely womanly. 
Close fit, presents a piping that gives 
a refined effect.

Available only in White gabardine 
and Grey Camouflage.. portorICo

A perfect match for the woman 
jacket on to left, available 
with short sleeves only, in 
White gabardine and grey 
Camouflage cottons. Very 
comfortable and professional 
looking

pertH 

Extremely well finished 
trousers that may be easily 
used also as pants for your free 
time, available only in White 
gabardine.

Car 

Italian Hand-made top quality 
veal leather shoes.
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S u m m e r
−COLORS−

From left:

laZIse
Woman jacket available in 16 colors with short and 
long sleeves. Closed by studs grants both close fit 
look and comfort.

BYBlos
A new woman trouser with Lebanese length. It 
comes in White and Printed Pink and Kiwi.

malta
Created in 1984 this man’s top is a timeless style, 
always classic. Available in 14 versions with short and 
long sleeves.

arI
Beautiful also without the belt this chemisier 7/8 
grants a relaxed fit. Only with short sleeves, it comes 
in Coral Red, Orange, in the Printed Pink and Kiwi 
and in the Floral Romance. May be used with or 
without pants.
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BItHIa
A style dedicated to the ones that wish to be 
always elegant.
Available in the full White version or White with 
details in: Kiwi, as shown in the photo, Coral Red 
and Dark Blue.
2 splits on the sides assure comfort when 
seated.

seul
Available with short and 
long sleeves in White, Yellow, 
Coral Red and Sugar Blue.

arI
This chemisier 7/8 is now 
presented without the belt. 
Available in Orange, Coral 
Red, easy care printed Kiwi 
and Pink plus in the extra 
light Printed Floral-Romance

CInCInnatI, 

An evergreen for the hottest 
season. Only with short 
sleeves in White, Yellow, 
Coral Red, Kiwi and Sky Blue, 
all of them with the white 
“thread comma”. Perfect for 
every size.
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VeVeY
one of our most captivating woman styles able to 
enhance the body shape without being too tight. 
8 colors available with short and long sleeves.

Brighton
jacket, a trendy, practical and comfortable blouson. 
Available in 9 colors
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ValparaIso
a modern overall, soft, comfortable, different 
and captivating. Available in the Printed Pink 
and Kiwi green cotton, in Orange, Coral Red 
and White Levantine cotton and also in White, 
Black, Spring green and Lavender of our no-
iron PeT

Matched in the picture with 

BYBlos 
trousers.
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Woman coat

areZZo
We are never tired of being 
classic. Available in Poplin, 
a fresh and light summer 
cotton Levantine cotton and 
Pure Linen. Long and short 
sleeves.

Man coat

BrIstol
Available in various weight 
of cottons, Poplin, Levantine, 
gabardine and Young , plus 
in Linen and wrinkle free no 
iron PeT.

Woven linen items are breathable 
and warm weather friendly. They 
also look gorgeously relaxed in an 

unexpectedly sophisticated way. If you wear 
woven linen clothing, you have to be at peace 
with these creases and accept them as part 
of a specific and appealing look.

lInen 
MAKIng
PeACe
WITH THe
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QualItY
what does it mean?

The man top 

CardIff
and the woman one’s

arles
in Denim color from the FReeDOM 
Collection. This is a fabulous and 
fresh fabric, brilliant and soft as a 
silk. Available also in a darker Jeans 
color, Forest green, garnet Red and 
Amethyst.

mIlano
A over the top version of the classic scrub. 5 
colors for the extra light, easy care Freedom 
cotton and 3 colors in the Levantine fabric 
version.

The man jacket 

CardIff 
and the woman jacket 

arles 
both in color Denim from 
the Freedom collection.

guadalupe
easy, fresh and simply. Available 
with short sleeves only, in 
Levantine and Freedom 
cottons.

In general when speak about quality, we mean 
quite a few different but related things.
We want our clothes to be durable, to last more 

than a season. We want sturdy garments where we 
can move in without having to worry about ripping 
seams or popping buttons. We want our clothes to 
keep the same shape as when newly bought and 
without they neither stretch out nor shrink over 
time. We want something that fit the shape of our 
body and not that distorts our silouhette or restricts 
our movements. We do not want fabric that pills or 
fades after wearing or washing it a couple of times.

We want our clothes to feel good on the skin, so we 
can enjoy wearing them instead of taking them off 
immediately. Last but not least we want our clothes 
to look as high-quality garments: smooth fabric, neat 
seams and beautiful details.

Pastelli offers you all of this, plus textiles created in 
Italy under our specific receipt.
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